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Dr. Chui L. Tsang's calm, visionary leadership came at a time when Santa Monica College needed it most. He began his nine-year tenure as SMC’s Superintendent and President in 2006, shortly before the state's community college system plunged into the worst economic crisis to hit since the passage of Proposition 13.

Not only did he guide the College through a rocky budget climate—from which SMC emerged with a favorable financial reserve and retaining all employees—he did so while championing innovative programs and establishing new partnerships that would seal Santa Monica College's reputation and legacy as a pioneer in the state's higher education framework.

Dr. Tsang revealed his vision of “global citizenship” early on—a first-of-its-kind initiative that instills in students through curriculum, study abroad, and extra-curricular activities the opportunities and responsibilities of living in a global, interconnected society. SMC’s faculty and staff participate in overseas professional development, experiencing first-hand the ancient cultures and progressive fabric of countries like China. This concept of global citizenship took root in a graduation requirement and provided a powerful context for an already-global campus where around 3,400 out of 34,000 students come from 116 countries.

SMC’s reputation as the Westside's leading job trainer was further enhanced by Dr. Tsang's pursuit of greater opportunities for students, while anticipating local industry needs. The College submitted a proposal to offer a Bachelor's degree in a little-known but high demand technology field called Interaction Design to be part of California's first community college baccalaureate pilot program. Backed by over one hundred letters of support from a veritable Who's Who list in government, politics and industry, SMC was selected to offer this degree to meet a gaping need in “Silicon Beach,” the moniker given to the Westside's rising tech scene.

Dr. Tsang pioneered an interdisciplinary model at SMC to capitalize on thousands of job opportunities for students in the Information, Communication and Technology Industry. It went on to become the foundation for a Los Angeles-based community college, high school, and industry consortium called “LA HI-TECH,” which was recognized by President Obama as part of his TechHire Initiative. As one of the leaders, SMC will execute Dr. Tsang's vision of building “pathways”—or faster ways for students to segue from high school to college and into careers—by training students for tech jobs in the next four years.

Dr. Tsang recruited and hired over one hundred full-time professors with distinguished academic credentials to enrich and advance what is widely recognized to be one of the most innovative and rigorous, yet student-centered lower division curriculum in the nation. He also fostered the creation of an inclusive and nurturing environment for all students where the embracing of diversity became an intrinsic part of the SMC fabric.
Dr. Tsang's progressive brand of leadership helped establish an open and inclusive management style. He built excellent, mutually-beneficial relationships with the City of Santa Monica, the Santa Monica-Malibu Unified School District, and other local and regional organizations. The signing of the SMC-SMMUSD collaborative to expand college-level opportunities for local high school students, and the naming of the new light rail Metro station at 17th and Colorado to include “Santa Monica College” in its name are two such examples. Under his leadership, the College also solved its longstanding parking problems through a combination of an aggressive and groundbreaking public transit initiative and building a new satellite parking lot.

Under his direction, SMC began a long-term planning process to ensure financial and institutional stability. Dr. Tsang has also overseen the opening of several multi-million-dollar facilities projects, including the Theatre Arts Building, Humanities & Social Science Building, and the award-winning quad on SMC’s main campus. In an overwhelming community endorsement of the College, the voters of Santa Monica and Malibu passed Measure AA in 2008, a $295 million bond measure for SMC—despite a severe recession. A new Information Technology building, and an $89 million renovation of the new design and media campus that will house KCRW and the new Interaction Design program, are among a number of Measure AA-funded projects set in motion under Dr. Tsang’s direction.

The College’s service to the community was enhanced during Dr. Tsang’s tenure through the opening of the Broad Stage at the SMC Performing Arts Center in 2008, which delivers world-class performances in various genres, and has established itself as one of LA’s most iconic venues. Legendary artistes like Mikhail Baryshnikov, Joshua Bell, Paul McCartney, and Helen Hunt have graced the Broad Stage, which is now also one of the largest educational outreach providers in the county. Meanwhile, SMC’s public radio station KCRW 89.9 FM continued to deliver culture-defining programming and expanded its web and broadcast footprint, acquiring a Santa Barbara station.

Dr. Tsang’s leadership also saw the blossoming of the College’s already strong student support culture. He oversaw the creation of new programs like the Veterans’ Resource Center and Guardian Scholars for foster youth. SMC maintained its hold as the number one transfer institution to the University of California, also transferring more Latino and African-American students to the UC system than any other community college. Dr. Tsang championed the formation of SMC’s Alumni Association and the President’s Ambassadors—a select group of students who serve as institutional ambassadors.

A former community college student himself, Dr. Tsang earned a B.A. Degree in Linguistics from UC Berkeley, and went on to earn his doctorate in Linguistics from Stanford University. A recognized leader in the field of higher education, he has been invited to speak at venues including the Royal Society of London, and has been a guest lecturer at the UCLA Anderson School of Management and the USC Rossier School of Education.

In a higher education career that spans almost four decades, Dr. Tsang also served as President of San Jose City College and as a dean at the City College of San Francisco. He has taught at Stanford University, De Anza College in Cupertino, and San Francisco State University. He also had a distinguished career in leading nonprofits that served immigrants by providing community-based job and language training.

Dr. Tsang was recently recognized with a Lifetime Achievement Award by the Asian Pacific Americans in Higher Education and a Leadership in Caring Award from the Santa Monica-based WISE & Healthy Aging in recognition of his leadership of Emeritus College, SMC’s free, lifelong learning program for older adults. The Carnegie Corporation of New York also recognized Dr. Tsang as one of America’s “100 great immigrants” in 2014, alongside individuals like Nobel laureate Roger Guillemin, author Deepak Chopra, Vogue editor Anna Wintour, and SMC alum Arnold Schwarzenegger.
Andrew Hem grew up poised in the balance between two cultures: the rural animistic society of his Khmer ancestors, and the dynamic urban arts of the tough Los Angeles neighborhood where his family eventually came to live. Fascinated by graffiti at an early age, he honed his skills with graphics and composition on the walls of the city before following his passion to Santa Monica College, and eventually to a degree in illustration from Art Center College of Design.

With his background in street art, Hem decided to take his very first art class at SMC in figure drawing.

“It was an easy transition for me. Before that I only did graffiti, and I mainly did lettering,” says Hem, explaining why he decided to focus his education on fine art. “It was easy for me to change to figure drawing because of the shapes and cylinders in graffiti.” He is very grateful to Professor Marc Trujillo, as well as many other SMC professors who were dedicated to encouraging him to perfect his craft.

The drawing classes Andrew took at SMC helped him reach the level of professionalism he is at now, because they gave him the strong drawing background that was necessary to strengthen his painting. After earning an Associate degree, Andrew transferred to study at Art Center in Pasadena. Today, he works in gouache, oil, and acrylic, and his haunting impressions of culture and landscape evoke the life of the spirit through the visionary manifestation of memories and dreams.

Over the nine years since his graduation from Santa Monica College and Art Center with a B.F.A. in Illustration, Andrew Hem has exhibited in venues worldwide, including museums such as Portsmouth Museum in New Hampshire, Honolulu Museum of Art School, Fort Wayne Museum, Worcester Art Museum, and Oakland Museum of California. He has also had solo and group exhibitions in Los Angeles, New York, San Francisco, San Diego, Seattle, Portland, Nashville, Miami, Toronto, Zurich, Berlin, and Lecce, Italy.

Hem has flown across the world doing murals in Germany, Colombia, Brazil, Chile, and Australia. He has lectured at Otis College of Art and Design in Los Angeles, Art Center College of Design in Pasadena, Ringling College of Art and Design in Florida, Transylvania University in Lexington, California State University Northridge, and Rio Laboratorio in Colombia. His personal work has been featured in Beyond Illustration, the Society of Illustrators annual, Communication Arts, Spectrum, American Illustration, 3x3, Swallow and Hi-Fructose, among others, and his illustration clients have included Apple Inc., EBay Inc., Sony, TBWA, 42 entertainment, Scholastic, Geo Photoredaktion, DPI, St. Anthony Messenger, Three Legged Legs, Matchbox Studios, Weekly Reader, Time Out Chicago, The Atlantic, New Scientist, the Los Angeles Times, Adidas, and Lucky Brand Jeans. He lives and works in Los Angeles.

He was also one of ten artists to be invited to the White House for a celebration of American Art.
Dr. Nathan Myhrvold is most recently recognized as the principal author of *Modernist Cuisine*, a culinary text on the application of scientific research principles and new techniques and technology to cooking. After his 14-year tenure as chief strategist and chief technology officer of Microsoft Corporation—where he helped spearhead many of the company’s most successful products and founded Microsoft Research—Myhrvold founded Intellectual Ventures (IV) in 2000.

Dr. Myhrvold, a visionary technology and business leader, is also a proud alumnus of Santa Monica College. He attended SMC, then transferred in 1979 to the University of California at Los Angeles, where he would earn a Bachelor’s degree in mathematics and a Master’s degree in geophysics and space physics. Myhrvold earned a Doctorate in theoretical and mathematical physics and a Master’s degree in mathematical economics from Princeton University, and a postdoctoral fellowship from the Department of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics at Cambridge University while working with Professor Stephen Hawking on research in cosmology, quantum field theory in “curved spacetime,” and quantum theories of gravitation. In 2005, in recognition of his distinguished career, Princeton awarded Myhrvold the James Madison Medal, the University’s highest honor for alumni.

Under his leadership, IV manages one of the largest and fastest growing intellectual property (IP) portfolios in the world, with more than 40,000 assets and over $6 billion in total committed capital. IV’s investors include many of the world’s most innovative companies and renowned academic and research institutions. Myhrvold is also an avid inventor himself and holds hundreds of issued patents.


Currently, Myhrvold serves as an affiliate research associate of paleontology at the Museum of the Rockies, an affiliate of Montana State University, where he funds and participates in paleontological research and yearly expeditions. Myhrvold is a member of United Way’s Million Dollar Roundtable and a regular contributor to local Seattle arts and education non-profits. In 2000, he partnered with Paul Allen and pledged $1 million to the SETI Foundation to fund the development phase of the world’s most powerful telescope—the Allen Telescope Array.
Dakota Black  A Fluke Becomes a Path

After witnessing the suicide of his brother and losing two uncles to suicide, Dakota Black became what he calls “a very, very angry man” and ended up in prison for four years on a felony. After getting out, he became a commercial diver.

“My plan was to hide in the ocean,” says Black, a member of the Blackfeet tribe. On a whim, he made a foray into stand-up comedy, something that became a healing process for him. Black has also made appearances in TV shows like Drunk History and Justified and films like Low Down with Glenn Close and Elle Fanning.

He came to SMC to take a few classes on a “fluke”: he was short on cash for a helicopter pilot’s license and he thought of setting aside some of his financial aid. He enrolled in a Psychology 1 class, where he found his life’s true calling: to help people contemplating suicide.

He is graduating from SMC with an Associate degree in Liberal Arts, Social and Behavioral Sciences and is transferring to California State University, Fullerton—his top choice—to major in psychology. Today, he volunteers with suicide prevention organizations and wants to make a big difference, especially within the Native American community. Future plans include a Doctor of Psychology degree. Black is a proud father to his daughter, 10-year old Jada.

Caitlin Corker  Give Yourself a Chance

Down on her luck, Caitlin Corker didn't know what to do. Her parents were divorced, her uncle passed away, and everything fell apart at home. She attended Humboldt State University, where she struggled to get by and left the university with a 1.29 GPA. She worked for a few years and decided to go back to school.

Despite feeling discouraged, Corker still had hope and dreamed about going to UCLA one day.

“I knew I needed to work really hard, and I knew my chances were really slim,” Corker says.

She credits her work ethic and her involvement with clubs and organizations across campus for her success.

“SMC has truly been the best experience of my life. It really has. Everyone here is so amazing.” Corker is graduating with Associate degrees in Liberal Arts: Social and Behavioral Sciences as well as Public Policy. She is transferring this fall to UCLA to major in political science.

Reflecting on her success, Corker recommends students take initiative getting involved in student life.

“Take a chance,” Corker says. “When you first get on the campus, it can be very overwhelming because you don’t know anyone. But if you join an organization, join a club, volunteer somewhere, work somewhere, and reach out, someone will help you. Take a chance on that and you will really grow.”
GRADUATING STUDENT PROFILE

Jon Kent Ethridge II
Be the Best, Do the Best, Because You are the Best

With his family in Detroit and a 2.4 GPA from Santa Monica High School, the odds were against Jon Kent Ethridge II when he entered SMC.

“I moved in with LA-area family friends, the Robinson-Bedfords,” said Ethridge, “who motivated me at a time when I was pretty unfocused.”

Then, encouraged by now-retired SMC counselor Brenda Simmons, he joined SMC’s Black Collegians.

He also joined the Latino Center’s Adelante program, EOPS, Pico Promise Transfer Academy (PPTA), and Scholars Program, and became a leader in the Associated Students (AS), serving in the college’s Student Affairs Committee.

Ethridge, a cofounder of the TEDxSMC club and the SMC Student Food Cooperative, is a member of honors society Phi Theta Kappa, and an associate of forensics organization Phi Rho Pi. He currently mentors in the EOPS program and interns for the Santa Monica-Malibu Unified School District.

“The support of SMC staff and faculty, and my family and friends, empowered me to persevere,” said Ethridge.

Acting is his passion these days. “My aspiration is to use acting to inspire others to find their own unique attributes,” he said.

Ethridge graduates with an Associate degree in Liberal Arts: Social and Behavioral Science, as well as in Public Policy, and will transfer to UCLA.

Genesis Garcia A Long Journey

Genesis Garcia’s story is the ultimate testament to the strength of the human spirit. As a child, she traveled alone on a precarious journey from Guatemala to the United States to join her mother who had immigrated earlier, ending up in an orphanage in Mexico for a year en route. By the age of 13, both her parents had passed away and Garcia was left in the care of an uncle who was not able to support her financially. In middle and high school, Garcia did not speak any English but poured herself into her studies—an escape for her—and graduated from high school with a 4.0 GPA. An AB 540 student, she thought university was just a dream, until President Obama announced the California Dream Act two days after her high school graduation.

At SMC, when a counselor asked her to write down where she would like to transfer, she wrote “UC Berkeley,” as a joke. The counselor helped her realize that her dream was not far from reality. But when that acceptance email came from UC Berkeley, Garcia admits she “freaked out.”

Garcia is graduating from SMC with an Associate degree in General Science and will be majoring in sociology at UC Berkeley. She plans on becoming an immigration lawyer. Garcia credits her success to the many inspiring professors and counselors who supported her and filled the void her parents left, and her Christian faith, which instilled in her a belief that adversity would not get the best of her.
Alex Kierlanczyk  Empathy is Everything

One of Alex Kierlanczyk’s most vivid memories is of the day his father took him to a flea market when he was three. Of all things, Kierlanczyk asked for an old transistor radio. He later took it apart and sat in awe.

That passion for technology grew, but as he got older, Kierlanczyk realized that there was something missing: a human element. After high school, he was accepted as a computer science major at the University of Illinois, where he came to terms with his identity as a gay man. Unhappy with the deep-seated masculine culture he experienced there, Kierlanczyk left to go where his heart was calling him: California, and he arrived at Santa Monica College.

Here, he got involved with leadership groups like the President’s Ambassadors and Alpha Gamma Sigma.

“I was finally able to stand tall and proud,” says Kierlanczyk, who has since contributed to a research team at UCLA and a startup in Silicon Beach. His startup — Optiup! — has grown to almost 4,000 Instagram followers. At SMC, Kierlanczyk also found the human element missing in technology by experiencing what he calls “the best of humanity”: diversity.

He hopes to transfer to a four-year college or university where he can dive deep into the fields of psychology, cognitive science, and computer science to create standardized, ethical Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) that allow users to engage with technology without compromising the altruistic nature that exists in them. He graduates with an Associate degree in General Science.

Daniel Kolko  A Voice for the Future

Daniel Kolko made a choice that changed his life: He enrolled at SMC.

And then he developed an interest in public policy in a class with Christina Gabler, who “taught me how anyone can make a change,” he said. “I really look up to her as a mentor.”

Kolko also noticed that students who were active in campus activities seemed to be the happiest. And he met SMC Associate Dean of Student Life Sonali Bridges, “one of the most significant people in my time at SMC,” he said. “She kept an eye on me and encouraged me to get involved.”

The result? Kolko became an activist, serving a 2013 internship at the California Climate Change Exchange, working to make people more aware of the issue of climate change and what they can do to make a difference.

Kolko also became Commissioner of Public Policy to SMC’s 2013-14 Student Trustee. Then he was elected the 2014-15 Student Trustee.

And Kolko is one of six students chosen for this summer’s prestigious Dale Ride Internship in Washington, DC.

Kolko has earned an Associate degree in Public Policy at SMC. He is transferring to UCLA, where he will major in political science, and plans to pursue a career in law.
Marie Medina  
**Tragedy to Triumph**

Marie Medina became a mother at 16, survived an abusive relationship, and came to SMC hoping to build a better life for her son, Dennis. She found herself in an Adelante sociology class taught by social science professor Christina Preciado, called “Latina/os in Contemporary Society.”

“I related to it and it made me feel like I matter,” says Medina. Today, she is clear on her life’s purpose: to transform her experiences into an opportunity to help other teenagers. “SMC taught me that an education is about growing as a person... now I want to start making a difference.”

Medina will be transferring to her university of choice—California State University, Long Beach—where she will major in social work. When she was going through her life’s worst struggles, Medina never met a person who reached out to her with affirmation that she could triumph over her circumstances. She plans on working with teenagers—those who are going through what she went through. And she wants to do this work in her own community in Compton.

“I just held everything in,” recalls Medina about the rejection she faced before she came to SMC. “I want to be there for others like me, even telling them these simple words: No, you’re not stupid. There are opportunities for you, too—realize that.”

Sure Oeng  
**Change Your Destiny**

When Sure Oeng finished high school, his graduation gift was his parents’ donut shop he grew up working in as a kid. Every day after school, he would help prepare ingredients, clean, and serve customers.

He postponed his dream of going to college to support his family, working to make sure the store ran smoothly. A few years later, Oeng realized he should go to SMC. He is a first-generation college student in his family. His parents are Cambodian refugees who escaped the genocide of the Khmer Rouge in the 1970s. “If it weren’t for them, I wouldn’t be here,” Oeng says.

Oeng juggled classes and work, paying his way through SMC. He took business classes because he felt destined to run his shop, but realized he needed a change in pace so he began taking communications classes.

“SMC gives you the opportunity to transfer if you work hard, if you do well. And it’s affordable,” says Oeng. “I encourage everyone to come to SMC. When you don’t have much money and you’re relying on yourself, or your family doesn’t have enough, community college is the best option for you.”

Oeng is graduating with Associate degrees in Liberal Arts: Social and Behavioral Sciences as well as Communication Studies. He plans on transferring this fall to major in film and media studies.
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Associate Degrees

* Steven Abdian
  Rodney Jay Acoff
* Matthew Ruben
  Atfiolun
* Maria Jessica
  Agazaryan
Jose Esteban Aguilar
Francisco Javier
  Aguilara
Rocio Agustin
  Gregory Akerman
* Sarah Al-
  Ghalab
Harisbeth Alejo
  Zamora
* Maksim Alekseev
  Tasim Lee Alidadi
* Rend Saif Al-Kassir
  Lauren Alexis
  Almaraz
Abdullah Khaled
  Almulhem
* Zahra Aloei
  Marwa Alomari
  Stephanye Alonso
* Nikolas Andrew
  Alvarez
Samir Alvarez
* Karen Elissa Amaya
  Lizeth Maggie
  Amaya
* Carolyne Michal
  Amin
* Joshua Abraham
  Amirianfar
* Qin An
  Martin Matthew
  Andan
Robin Ann Andrews
* Steven Michael
  Anello
* Allison Therma Marie
  Angelich
* Angela Anghel
  Leslie Antonio
* Oscar Felipe Arancibia
  Valdez
Ethel Lowella B.
  Arbillera-Adams
* Bianca Dizon
  Arguelles
Yuri Ivette Argueta
  Luis Carlos Arias
  Myrnell P. Arnold
* Marion Audrey Arrou-
  Vignon
Shareshe Shalome
  Arzu
Kelsey Jane Valignota
  Asuncion
Arpad Attila Asztalos
  Elsa Maria Avila
* Andreyna Aviles
  Osman Erim Ayhan
  Anthony John Babbitt
  II
* Jeremiah Andre Baca
  Ammarine Jozel Cabiasag
  Bacnis
Quetzalcoatl Badillo
  * Ashley H. Bakshian
  Estefania Baltazar
* Matthew Meir
  Banooni
Christopher Justin
  Barbero
  Katherine Joanna
  Barnes
Ernestina Edith
  Barrientos
Edder Noe Barrios
  * Anat Barzilai
  Maxim Batlouni
  Brenton Derek Batte
  Celine Baudoin
  Osbaldo Bautista
  Sara Stephanie Athena
  Beldja Sjoblom
  Estefania Bello
  Rozel Benitez
  Sahand Benshian
  Wesley Makoto Bertoni
  Sr.
Ayla Bitmouni
  Sarah Bitmouni
  Andrea Maria
  Blitzstein
  Brianda Lupita
  Bobadilla
  Michael Steve Bonilla
  Tracey Elyse Bonilla
  Kiara Marie Booker
* Natalia Valeryevna
  Bortnovskaya
  Creig Bracamontes
  Quinncy Ryann
  Braham
  Justin Thomas
  Breidenbach
  Yolanda Michelle
  Brinkley
Kary E. Brown
  Sarah Kathleen
  Brown
  Alberto Bugarin
  Esin Bulut
  Morgane Bureau
  Michal Gayla Burk
  Dave N. Buxton
  Ethel Amanda
  Cabrera
  Jennifer Judith
  Cabrera
  Kiovanni Michelle
  Cabrera Vazquez
  Xinpei Cai
  Andhia Campos
  Cynthia Maleny
  Campos
  Elena Jasmine
  Campos
  Cuong Cao
  Xinyu Cao
  Stephanie P.
  Cardenas
  Amanda Kristina
  Carrasco
  Hilary Ruiz Carrecon
  Sonya C. Carrillo
  Zenaida Carrillo
  Shane Robin Cassidy
  Valeria Castaneda
  Edna Judith Cedillos
  Xiafei Cen
  Santos Isidro
  Ceniceros
  Leonardo Ankor
  Cereceda
  Walter A. Cervantes
  Dulce Maria
  Cespedes
  Sharon Cha
  Jacquelyn Jo
  Chamberlain
  Chiu Lung Chan
  Wai Ki Chan
  Yin Kwan Chan
  Angela Mai Chandler
  Deborah Hye Ree
  Chang
  Kevin Chantasirivisal
  Spencer Dean
  Chapman
  Christopher Marcus
  Chappell
  Kristy Joy Charlier
  Cody Marcel Chase
  Shyann M. Chatman
  Mazzin Maurice
  Chaudhari
  Ivan Josue Chavez
  Chengjie Chen
  Ching Yu Chen
  Chuun Chen
  Xi Chen
** Yu Chen
  Li Wen Cheng
  Peter Samir Cheng
  Yesui Cheng
  Antonio Jesus Chi
  Richard William
  Childs
Daniel Joon Kyu
  Choe
  Hyojin Choe
  Eunwoo Choi
  Ina Ines Choi
  Jiyoung Choi
  Kennethhe Choi
  Michelle Choi
  Jonathan Thomas
  Chong
  Joya Chowdhury
  Monica Jihye-Cookie
  Chun
  Gu-Min Chung
  Jose Benjamin
  Gisneros
  Maureen Decker
  Clougherty
  Justin Cohen
  Melony Varda Chava
  Cohens
  Sivan Cohen
  Kevin Cohenmehr
  Amber Mahrae Cole
  Tyna Shmania
  Colen
  Calvin E. Contreras
  Carlos Alfredo
  Contreras
  Nelson O. Contreras
  Rudy M. Contreras-
  Penado
  Natalie Coolidge
  Cinthya Coronel
  Thais Mega Correa
  Gloria Yamilenth
  Cortez
  Karen Alexandra
  Cortez
  Muna M. Cosic
  Miguel Alexander
  Cowo
  Murari Chaitanya
  Cramer

* Honors   ** High Honors   *** Highest Honors
Katelynn Donnelly
Cindy Marlene Cruz
Robert Steven Cruz
Sara Victoria Cuadra
Niko Cueva
Qiang Cui
Keir Cumberland Lyle
Cumberland
James Michael Curtis
Alireza Daeenejad
Neda Sara Dallal
Nina Dallal
Aaron Isaac Katuta
Daly
Karim Shams Damji
Mohamad Khaled Dannawi
Aisha Daryanani
Solivare Daury
Aisha Daryanani
Howard Huy Dinh
April V. Dillard
Ashley Elizabeth
Sherrie Louise

Soojin Do
Alana Samala Dizon

** Ilan Avraham
Golcheh
Adam Masato
Goldsmith
Samanta Lynne Goli
Heather Leigha
Goller
Mario Gomes
Nobrega Jr.
Jose A. Gomez
Marisela Maritza
Gomez
Sylvia Marie Gomez
Wilson Osvaldo
Gomez
Ryan Rojas
Aide Gonzalez
Diana Elizabeth
Gonzalez
Edgar Ernesto
Gonzalez
Edgar Martin
Gonzalez
Edgar Gonzalez
Francine M.
Gonzalez
Juan Miguel
Gonzalez
Maurice Anthony
Gonzalez
Ramona Gonzalez
Victor Gonzalez
Zaida Elizabeth
Gonzalez
Alejandra D. Gonzalez-
Huitron
Amy Leigh Gottstein
Michael Brooks
Graci
Christian Taylor
Graham-Howard
Alma Mishell
Granados
Nathan Claude
Graves Jr.
Jordan Charles
Greenberg
Gregory Chase
Greene
Hugo Gregoire
Adam E. Griffin
Marina Grondona
Alexandra Mary
Gruson
Fengyu Gu
Klaudia Irene
Gucu
Alicia Guevara
Ge Guo
Yuning Guo
Maya Gurung
Elena Gutierrez
Jayney Ricacelle
Gutierrez
Romelyn Oclarino
Gutierrez
Vanessa Gutierrez

* Bella Iztiguey
Echeverria
Diana Carolina
Echeverria Palencia
Jeanine Angelica
Edralin
Robert J. Edwards
George Levan
Efremdize
Momen Elias
Emily Dabora Eliasof
Chante Eliasadeh
Sepideh Elyakamal
Amir Ali Emami
Jonathan Enayati
Angela Eng
Sierra Brie English
Faith Anne Erickson
Ludwig Eriksson
Ardalan Esakharian
Jose Elias Escalante
Henry Antonio
Escobar
Veronica Alejandra
Escobar
Kyle Richard
Esquibel
Debora Esteghbal
Ivon Estevez
Andrea L. Estrada
Maura Estrada
Rosa Elida Estrada
Alexandra Fatima
Etehadieh
Alicia Cristina
Euceda
Afshin Ezra
Malin Emilia Fagerlund
Hallman
Doreen Farahdel
Semira Esther
Farajollahzadeh
Elizabeth Fard
Jordan Anthony
Farelli
Farbod Farzin
Vanessa Faustine
Jennifer Fernandez
Tatiana Fernandez
David Lawrence
Field
Shivaune Christina
Field
Chicci Marie Fine
Ilana Natalie Fine
Carrie Cheney
Finkles
Nina Fiouzi Noshad
Alexandra Rose
Flaherty
Annel Alely Flores
Bonnie Biel Flores
Leslie Marie Flores
Jasmine Marie Ford
Tasha Lynn Ford
Kevin Simon
Forouzesh
Paula Custodio
Fragale
Lara Marie Frasco
Kayla Renee Frazier
Jordan Sarah
Freedman
Christen Miya
Friedman
Stephen Michael
Friedman
Rong Fu
Andrea Fuentes
Rogelio Gaeta
Carly Bennett Gail
Michelle Alejandra
Galich
Debbie Stephanie
Galo
Alejandra Galvan
Jorge Antonio
Gamero
Abby Elizabeth
Garcia
Danizta Garcia
Gloria Leonor Garcia
Jonathan Joshua
Garcia
Jorge Garcia
Josee David Garcia
Reymundo Garcia
Sergio Armando
Garcia
Vanessa Garcia
Benjamin Joemaine
Gardner
Tara Lynne Garner
Adan Gatica Jr.
Haroutyun Harry
Geozalian
Natasha Elena
Gerente
Faraz Eli
Ghadooshahy
Arya Ghadrdan
Joshua Nathan
Gheytanchi
Farid Ghiassi
Amit Ghimire
Joshua Ghoulian
Anthony Alan
Giancomelli
Elnaz Gidanian
Camaratta Maxim
Gigliotti
Keunmo Gil
Kaelle Morgan Givot
Rebecca Louise
Glickman
Jonathan Cristopher
Glover
Nino Godauade
Sina Golbandi

** Ilan Avraham
Golcheh
Adam Masato
Goldsmith
Samanta Lynne Goli
Heather Leigha
Goller
Mario Gomes
Nobrega Jr.
Jose A. Gomez
Marisela Maritza
Gomez
Sylvia Marie Gomez
Wilson Osvaldo
Gomez
Ryan Rojas
Aide Gonzalez
Diana Elizabeth
Gonzalez
Edgar Ernesto
Gonzalez
Edgar Martin
Gonzalez
Edgar Gonzalez
Francine M.
Gonzalez
Juan Miguel
Gonzalez
Maurice Anthony
Gonzalez
Ramona Gonzalez
Victor Gonzalez
Zaida Elizabeth
Gonzalez
Alejandra D. Gonzalez-
Huitron
Amy Leigh Gottstein
Michael Brooks
Graci
Christian Taylor
Graham-Howard
Alma Mishell
Granados
Nathan Claude
Graves Jr.
Jordan Charles
Greenberg
Gregory Chase
Greene
Hugo Gregoire
Adam E. Griffin
Marina Grondona
Alexandra Mary
Gruson
Fengyu Gu
Klaudia Irene
Gucu
Alicia Guevara
Ge Guo
Yuning Guo
Maya Gurung
Elena Gutierrez
Jayney Ricacelle
Gutierrez
Romelyn Oclarino
Gutierrez
Vanessa Gutierrez
Yuritz Sarahi
Gutierrez
Cindy Rose Guzman

* Sean Hale Hunt
* Jin Sıl Gwon
Michael Anthony Ha
* Yoon Ha Ha
* Paez Joon Hadaegh
* Mahsa Haghgooyan
* Baron Jacob
Haghazarzarzadeh
* Michelle Hahn
* Mustafa G. Haidari
* Shannon Hakakeyan
* Daniel Hakakian
Tahna A. Hale
Jefferson Pierre Hales
Tiffani Alessandra
Halliday

* Meri Hamada

* Victoria Katharina
Hamdorf

* So Hui Han

* Ali John Happy
Ahnaful Haque

* Shenique Donye'a Hardy
Harris
Elyss Tavia Hartnett

* Abdalla Thomas
Hasani

* Fidan K. Hasanzade

** High Honors
*** Highest Honors

Hernandez
Gutierrez
Humphrey
Hudani

** Honors

* Robert Brian Huerta
Jin-Hyun David Huh

* Brittany Ann Hujar
Carleen Marie
Humphrey
* Sean Hale Hunt

* Christina L. Hunter
Miranda Beatrice
Hutchison

* George Hanna
Ibrahim

* Yuki Iizuka
Natsuoki Jennifer
Ikegami

* Randy Chinedu
Illoenyosi

* Ahyeong Im
Sarah In

** Brianne Lanae
Ingram

* Orjo Michael Intia
Natalia Mahealani
Ilorano

* Ashkan Isakharian
Sayaka Ishihara

* Tina Anna Viktoria
Jensen Kronqvist
Seunghun Ji

* Ludwig Alexander
Jonsson

* Ozzie Salvador Juarez
Joshua K. Jun

* Foujan Kafri

* Tadahiro Robert
Kameda

* Audriana Arpie
Karbouchian

* Junichi Kasajima
Elena C. Kaspar

* Violet Hanako
Kawano

* Hannah Noelle
Keane

* Bertram Isaac Keller

* Nasche Jaiet Kerkes

* Eli David
Kestenbaum

* Porya Khaksarfard
Avi Khanian

* Kerstin Angelica
Kielgass

* Ayoung Kim

*** Dahiye Kim

*** Dohee Kim

* Edward Joe Kim

* Eugene Dongsok
Kim

* Hanna Kim

* Hyejin Kim

* Hyeong Sik Kim
Irene Jungjin Kim

* Ji Soo Kim

* Jinjeong Kim

* Kangham Kim

* Kyeeongwon Kim

* Min Sik Kim

* Ye Rim Kim

* Yoo Seung Kim

* Jamin Kim-Sanders

* David Garcia King

* Chelsey Elizabeth
Kinnon

* Anu Marika
Kirjavainen
Rebecca Kishner

* Isaree
Kittikhunlkraisorn

** Greg Alan Knight
Quinlan George

* Natalie Kohan

* Robert Clement
Kotonya

* Grace Alexandra
Kroll

* Sylvie Kukurudz

** Vera V. Kutepova
Crystal Lynn Lamar

* Hazel Jesurey

* Leblanc
Aerin Lee

* Brian Joo Ho Lee

* Chang Shin Lee

* Cherry Lee

* Daniel Jung Lee
Edwin J. Lee

* Hanjun A. Lee
Jaesung Lee

* Jinyoung Lee

* Jongchul Lee

* Jung Su Lee

* Minhyeok Lee

* Myoung Hoon Lee

* Steven Lee

* Suji Lee

* Unghyi Lee

* Li Lei

*** Jephie Jessie P
Lekstrom

* Weng Cheng Leng

* Kenia Rubi Leonardo
Aaron Zachary
Lesser

* Yiu Man Leung

* Kamaal Rual Lewis

* Yiu Man Leung

* Moodong Hoon Lee

* Steven Lee

* Suji Lee

* Unghyi Lee

* Li Lei

*** Jephie Jessie P
Lekstrom

* Weng Cheng Leng
Kenia Rubi Leonardo

* Aaron Zachary
Lesser

* Yiu Man Leung

* Kamaal Rual Lewis

* Hanyu Li

* Jie Li

* Mengying Li

* Tian Li

* Xiaotong Li

* Zijun Li

* Grace Jokoyung Lim

* Deisy Karina Linares

* Torres

* Erulu Liu

* Shay D. Londre
Corey Darnell Long

* Adolfo Lopez

* Francisco Manuel
Lopez

* Ismael Lopez
Valeria Stephany
Lopez

* Stephen Richard
Loredo

* Jj A. Love

* Brandon Christian
Lujan
Paula Reyes Luzadas

* Noor Maarfi

* Kyle Nelson Macaraig
Sakina Madha

* Ali John Happy
Maldonado

* Tara Malekzadeh

* Thesriese Maniulit

* Zhizi Mao

* Karen Veronica
Marcial

* Silverse Marcial

* Mohammed Yasir
Marghich
Melissa Corputz

* Mariano

* Aissata Mariko

* Darlyn Lizzeth
Marroquin

* Christopher James
Martin

* Alma Patricia
Martinez

* Cesar V. Martinez

* Evelyn Martinez
Josue Armando
Martinez

* Luis Miguel Martinez

* Luisa Martinez

* Maribel G. Martinez

* Marina Ashley
Martinez

* Priscilla Sarahi
Martinez

* Zeidy J. Martinez

* Andrew Massaband

* Nahal Massoudi

* Zoie Taylor Matthew

* Roni Carlie Maugeri

* Sharyne Mae Maure

* Trisha Mazumder

* Brian Patrick McCoy

* Kyle Ryder McGrath

* Jamie Anne

* McKeithen

* Honors

** High Honors

*** Highest Honors
GRADUATING CLASS
Summer 2014
Certificates of Achievement

Natalie Aabodi  
Jalaal Uddeen Abdul-Muahimin  
Nehal Abdulkareem  
Mariya Abou Absi  
Garet Dean-Corpuz  
Abrams  
Adekunle Adesiyan  
Alyssa Marie Aguilar  
Stephanie Patricia Aguilar  
Jean Kevin Aguirre  
Julian Aguirre  
Ahmad Ahmadian  
Najafabadi  
Hala Lotfy Ahmed  
Tae Joon Ahn  
Sheerly Akaks  
Sarah Al-Ghalab  
Salvador Alberto Alba Jr.  
Juan Alejandro  
Asma Phiroz Alibhai  
Esin Alpturk  
Haytham Alshawaf  
Asher S. Alter  
Joanna Nohemi Alvarez  
Srishty Narendra Amarnani  
Carlos Andres Amaya  
Jacqueline Yael Amin  
Qijin An  
Joel Andrade  
Nicole Irene Andrews  
Priscilla Naa-Adjeley Anyankor  
Giovanni Fernando Aragon  
Elyzabeth Arellano  
Sara Arguilla  
Kevin Orlando Arias  
Adil Mansoor Arifeen  
Yonas Mulugeta Asfaw  
Keighley Dawn Ashkenazy  
Jasmine Y. Ashoori  
Esra Asian  
Amanda Emelie Attack  
Alberto Enrique Aular  
Fabian Avellaneda  
Sapir Avraham  
Nadia Moussa Awada  
Saba Ayinehsazian  
Arash Azizi Jr.  
Mary Azorian  
Youn Ji Baek  
Nathaniel Adrian Baer  
Maureen Ybiernas Baneras  
Ernestina Edith Barrientos  
Brue Christian Barton  
Benjamin Basseri  
Delgermurun Battsoolmon  
Bijan Houshang Bayrami  
Catherine Alanya Beck  
Jessica Rebecca Behmanesh  
Karla Eugenia Beltran  
Mitchell Ira Bendersky  
Reuben Benhaghnazar  
Daniel Sassoon Benhamou  
Monique Renay Benjamin  
Chad Newell Bennett  
Sahand Benshian  
Brian Joseph Beroookhim  
Megan Beroookhim  
Carolina Maria Berrios  
Aurelien Jean Georges M. Bensnier  
Michael Daniel Betancourt  
Shaan Bhojani  
Abraham Avi Bina  
Gavin Anderson Blades  
Sashoy Tresan Blake  
Lauren Simone Blanchard  
Crystal Ibanat Bonilla  
Jasmine Esther Booodaie  
Allison Vivian Borgeson  
Dennis Alexander Borik  
Rayane Bouarroudj  
Jasmine Bouzaglou  
Sabrina Ashely Boyce  
Kari Lynn Brashinger  
Rachel Yasmeen Bristol  
Nicholas Tyler Bronson  
Cosmas And Damian Mt Brown  
Britney Britisha Buchanan  
Izabela Bulska  
Shawn Zahid Butt  
Caryn Michelle Butts  
Dave N. Buxton  
Deniz Adrian Buyuktanir  
Julia Rose Bywater  
Marri Ignacio Caballero  
Kiovanah Michelle Cabrera Vazquez  
Mengting Cai  
Katheleen Camacho  
Alexis Leeana Campbell  
Junli Cao  
Lorena Carpinteyro  
Hilary Ruiz Carreon  
Araceli Carrera  
Andrea Michelle Castellanos  
Xiafei Cen  
Dulce Maria Cespedes  
Jasmine Marie Chamberlain  
Alex Chun Hei Chan  
Wai Ki Chan  
Kevin Chantasisrivat  
Chengjie Chen  
Ching Yu Chen  
Gillian Pai-Shin Chen  
Yufei Chen  
Hsin Hung Chen  
Xin Chen  
Yaolin Chen  
Yuping Chen  
Yuesi Cheng  
Hali Amisaday Chimiil  
Soo Hee Cho  
Tsung Hong Cho  
Eunwoo Choi  
Hyunwoong Choi  
Jisoo Choi  
Jiyong Choi  
Wooyong Choi  
Yim Soek Choi  
Dahoon Chung  
Hosuk Chung  
Hyesoo Chung  
Leslie Diana Claros  
Daisy Diana Cob  
Jacqueline Eileen Cohan  
Rebecca Cohen  
Kevin Cohenmehr  
Peter Cojan  
Eddie Labzabrone Coleman  
Pietro Coppolecchia  
Thais Mega Correa  
Griselda Cortez  
Kenia Odette Corvera  
Julia Magali Kota  
Chonte Monique Craft  
Murari Chaitanya Cramer  
Sara Grace Crollanaza  
Christina Larisa Cronin  
Denise Michelle Cruz  
Freddy Gael Cruz  
Yesenia Cruz  
Daisy Cruz Cervantes  
Qiang Cui  
James Michael Curtis  
Adrien Max D’Attellis  
Chantel Hana Dadbin  
Diane Dallal  
Mamoud Khaled Dannawi  
Shantel Dardashti  
Annie Dardon  
Dorsa Davarimoghadam  
April A. Davis  
Deshaun Lemarr Davis  
John A. Davis  
Jordan Leeane Davis  
Angelique Louise Davison  
Marthe Agnete De La Torre  
Brian Adam De La Vara  
Jose Armando De Luis  
Chelsea Elizabeth Dean  
Macon Campbell Defrisco  
Wenjing Deng  
Dawnie K. Dennis  
Jerold Robert Deshong  
Simon Dethrasavong  
Pablo Esau Diaz  
Yvette Diaz  
Kevin Yo Do  
Gisela Dominguez  
Soledad Dominguez  
Brendan James Doroshow  
Jennifer Diana Camilla Dorvall  
Ralph Ryan Duncans  
Gabriel James Durham  
White  
Krystal Renee Ebadi  
Abraham Aaron Ebriani  
Evan H. Edwards  
George Levan Efremidze  
Julia I. Eisenstein  
Samuel Ediltrudis Elias  
Emily Dabola Eliasof  
Chante Eliasazdeh  
Cezar David Elizaga  
Aaron Nathan Ellern  
Joanna Esther Elliot  
Morris Glenn Ellis Jr.  
Nkosi James Enciso  
Givhan  
Sierra Brie English  
Ethan Eshkol  
Nicolas Elias Esquenazi  
Matthew Gary Evans  
Roozebeh Faghihi  
Moghadam  
Kian Miles Fahimdanesh  
Marcellus Keithly Stephen Fain Jr.  
Hsiao Yung Fan  
Yuan Fang  
Doreen Farihdel  
Helen Farrar
Belbei Feng
Christian Alfonso Fernandez
Jennifer Fernandez
Jeffrey Joseph Findley
Jasmin Flores
Natalie Yvette Flores
Laurie Aviva Fogel
Un Teng Fong
Lara Marie Frasco
Adie Tal Friedman
Stephen Michael Friedman
Alyssa Galindo
Pedro Gallegos
Maria Guadalupe Galvan
Lucero Gamez
Sheng Gao
Cynthia Garcia
Elia Alejandra Garcia
Griselda Garcia
Guadalupe Garcia
Gustavo Garcia
Jesus Javier Garcia
Jorge Garcia
Rosy Annaby Garcia
Sergio Armando Garcia
Vanessa Garcia
Marisa Garcia Flandes
Jason Garrett
Kathleen Michelle Geurts
Faraz Eli Ghadooshahy
Melody Marie Gheddissi
Joshua Ghoulian
Melody Marie Gheddissi
Faraz Eli Ghadooshahy
Melody Marie Gheddissi
Joshua Ghoulian
Marzena A. Giedrojc
Keunmo Gil
Adrian Kyle Gil-Gomez
Simarjit Kaur Gill
Ilan Arvraham Golchek
Roxana Goliand Moghaddam
Mario Gomes Da Nobrega Jr.
Daniella Eva Gomez
William Ernesto Gomez
Oliver Edwin Gomme
Ryan Rojas Goncena
Brandon Gong
Zheng Gong
Aracey Gonzalez
Francine M. Gonzalez
Stephanie Haydee Gonzalez
Andrew William Goutama
Christian Taylor Graham-Howard
Aneta Katarzyna Grazicka
Melia Rose Grasska
Michael Charles Greenberg
Hugo Gregoire
Fengyu Gu
Jazmarie Guevarra
Aria Guilani
Edgar Yair Gutierrez Sr.
Elena Gutierrez
Vanessa Gutierrez
Mariana Guzman
Inwook Gwak
Olivia Ha
Yoon Ha Ha
Samuel Teklu Hagos
Michelle Hahn
Mustafa G. Haidari
Mariyam Moosa Hajidamji
Ashly Assal Hakimbaba
Nathan Hallal
Tiffani Alessandra Halliday
Shizuka Hama
Victoria Katharina Hamdorf
Maysa Hamidi
Ahnaful Haque
Sharmin Haque
Nevada James Hardman
Amit David Harel
Matthew Bryan Hartman
Rhana Hashemi
Nagat Zeidan Hassan
Shadi Haykani II
St JaRhon Charles Haywood
Jiahui He
Ziling He
Shannon Hebroni
Jack Heluo
Johanna Maritza Henriquez
Kyu-Hoi Heo
Rene Heredia Jr.
Dinah Hernandez
Marisa Yisel Hernandez
Miguel Sebastian Hernandez
Saida Ari Aricing
Soleil Mia Herring
Jasmin Hiekiel
Briana Shree Hill
Sophia Hussain Hirjee
Jeffrey Macleod Holt
Jacinl Jin Hong
Joanne Hong
Wongi Hong
Mohammad Hosseini Baichun Hou
Tianqi Hou
Mingjuan Hu
Jie Huang
Qihang Huang
Yuru Huang
Zhimin Huang
Robert Brian Huerta
Robert James Hui
Jeremy C. Huling
Wenting Huo
Jonathan E. Hur
Jasmin Myyen Huynh
Ashley Jeongwon Hwang
Elle Eun Hee Hwang
Joyce Jooae Hwang
Stephanie Hwong
Victoria Seoung-E Hyun
Lok I Leong
Alain Iglesias
Aomori B. Illescas
Richard In
Brianne Lanae Ingram
Orjo Michael Intia
Frank Ian Iskra
Sean Kazumasa Iwohara
Anja I Jacobo
Danny Iacobob
Johanna Del Carmen Jacobo
Ali Jafari Ashtiani
Imane Jahid
Samarth Jain
Susan Elizabeth Jasionowski
Rukshan Jayasinghe
Min Young Jeon
Sang Hyun Jeon
Jiyoung Jeong
Lei Ji
Sining Ji
Yanqi Jia
Zheng Tao Jiang
Andrea Jimenez
Jihyung Jin
Andreas Daniel Markus Johansson
Megan Jo Johnson
Chelsey Lanet Jones
Seo Young Joun
Maria Isabel Juarez
Ozzi Salvador Juarez
Jin Bae Jung
Seemi Jung
Wonjune Jung
Keshni Kaajal
Foujain Kafri
Sachi Kagami
Nathan David Kahrobai
Tadahiro Robert Kameda
Hoi In Kan
Hanzhi Kang
Hoon Kang
Seungkoo Kang
Stephen Kang
Wonjin Kang
Honeiah Karimi
Sarit Sarah Kashanian
Tarek Mohnes Kassem
Jacqueline Kazemi
Bertram Isaac Keller
Alison Katherine Kellogg
Neda Kerendian
Jacky Keung
Ronita Khakhsoor
Siamak Khakhsoor-Kohan
Justine Deliah Khalil-Manesh
Haris Ishaq Khan
Avi Khanian
Christopher D. Kilian
Ari Choe Kim
Aryong Kim
Austin Su Kim
Choongyeol Kim
Clare Yeri Kim
Da Seul Kim
Do Kyun Daniel Kim
Dohee Kim
Eunisil Kim
Hyeong Sik Kim
Hyun Ho Kim
Hyunbeen Kim
Hyunj Kim
Ji Seon Kim
Ji hye Kim
Jinjeong Kim
Minhye Kim
Sun Taek Kim
Sun Hee Kim
Woojung Kim
Yae Seul Kim
Jamin Kim-Sanders
Satenik Kirakosyan
Greg Alan Knight
Nasia Alexandrea Knohl
Su Yeon Ko
Tatiana Kohanzad
Zachary Marshall Kopers
Danielle Lenor Koretsky
Kenta Alexander Koshida-Gauba
Rachel Diane Kostrzewa
Lawrence Allen Kotovets
Lynn Emma Carolina Krussel
Jaewon Kwag
Erika Kwak
Yongjun Kwon
Shanie Lalijanaha
Abhimanyu Ranjit Lalchandani
Albert B. Lam
Crystal Lynn Lamar
Ka Ho Lau
Daniella Lavian
Ginny Yi-Yang Law
Jason Layden
Maria Cristina Lazar
Chandler Faye Le Francis
Cecile Aline Ledru
Andrea Lee
Benjamin Jinwoo Lee
Chang Shin Lee
GRADUATING CLASS

Fall 2014
Associate Degrees

Josue Melin Abreu De Abreu
* Patrick James Acosta II
* Eduardo Daniel Aguilar
* Zubair Ahmad
* Natali Jacklin Akyol
* Marco P. Aldana Giselle Paola Alvarado Portillo
* Preeti Ananda
* Cynthia Patricia Antonio
* Andrea Banda
* Gintare Bandinskaite
* Aylin Baris
* Bella Elvira Beecher
* Zahraa Bendaou Jasmin Blackfors Russell Ysidro Bonvouloir
* Jafet Abdal Bucaram Alberto Bugarin Muniq M. Bynum
* John W. Calderon
* Olivia Grisel Calleja Jessica A. Carlos
* Angela Patricia Carlsson Araceli Carrera
* Jose B. Castillo Vanessa Castillo James Antonio Cerda
* Ayako Chamberlain Tori Farah Cheifetz
* Meixi Chen Xia Chen
* Joya Chowdhury Shu Wei Chu
* Leyla Coban Autumn Elyse Consoli Raquelina Contreras
* Ya Hui Cui Michelle M. Cunning
* Michelle Cveyich
* Alejandra Ivette Davalos
* Ghazal Davatgarzadeh
* Wiley Sidney Davis
* Margarita Kroskina De Nuno
* Michael Delgdillo Marjorie Vanessa Di Puglia
* Johaira Michelle DiLauro
* Monica Dos Reis Furchi
* Darya Dotson
** Joshua Michael Sinajon Edra
* Alicia Marlene Endo
* Elizabeth Marie Espinoza
* Glenda Elizabeth Estrada Josue Abuid Estrada Percolla
** Elizabeth Fard
* Maryam Farmanara Mark Duane Ferguson
* Beatriz Ferreira Mendonca
* Gladys Ferrero Isabella Figueres
* Jeffrey Joseph Findley
* Jose A. Flores Montufar
* Yolanda Flores-Cueva
** Miki Fujimori
* Eriko Fujita
* Cindy Karina Galindo
* Yesenia Galvan
* Marco A. Gamboa Jr.
* Runzhi Gao
* Farolja Vincya Farren Gbongou-Massa
** Marzena A. Giedrojc
* Lange F. Gifford
* Rebecca Louise Glickman
* Leslie Andrea Gonzalez
* Alejandra D. Gonzalez-Huitron
** Yoko Goto
* Candace Marie Groff
* Regina Andrea Gusman
* Rafael Gusmao Bechara E Silva
* Edgar Yair Gutierrez Jr.
* Ramel L. Henderson Jr.
** Geonhun Heo
* Kevin Edwardo Hernandez
* Pablo Esteban Hernandez
* Rachel Chantelle Hernandez
* Samuel Leder Hersch
* Nicole Alexandria Hindin
* Lori Hindle
* Yick Yan Ho
* Kevin Douglas Holland
* Jalen Christopher Holloway
* Sungmin Hong
* You Na Hong
* Trevor Benjamin Houska
* Nabil Ibikounle
** Anna Karolina Selene Ivarson
* Jin Young Jang
* Zachi Jaraczewer
* Taylor Alexandra Jones
* Wassem Fayz Kadri
* Dillon Joseph
* Kammerude
* Tuvshinjarlag Kang Aahad Kapoor
* Eda Karahallioglu
* Irina Karpman Michael Isaac Kaufman
* Kawika Keali‘I Koa Keahiolalo
** Douglas Michael Kerr
* Han Byeol Kim
** Jisu Kim
* Keewon Kim
* Lucia Soo Kim
* Moonju Kim
** Soohyun Kim
* Maricar A. King
* Ryan Abraham Matthes Berliner
** Gaël Aimé Adrien Mbama
* Ross Matthew McCulloch
* Britanni Ann Meck
* Emmanuel C. Meh
* Robert Lee Miller II
* Brenda Miranda De-Jon Mitchell
* Yaoi Miyazawa
* Rania Suleiman Mohamed
* Adriana Molina Travaglia
* Montgomery
* Mekala Danyel Moore
* Alan Augusto Morales
* Rony Morales

* Jan V. Kyas
* Skylar Jordan Laham
* Christina Lam
* Naimeh Rahshel Lawrence
* Eunchul Lee
* Ryun Kyung Lee
* Charles Leipziger
* John Ramon Leon On Leung
* Adam Daniel Leyva
* Yiling Lin
* Dan Liu
* Tiffany Eden Liu
* Brianna Kassandra Llerenas
* Heather Nicole Logan
* Karl Lukacs
* Donna Ottilia Annica Madach
* Angela Maldonado
* Joziah Akeem Mallett
* Takiah Danyel Malone
* Prompiroproon Maneethong
* Mizuki Mano
* Phung Duc Mao
* Emilio Hughes Martinez
* Ivan Martinez
* Jazmin Martinez
* Jorge Martinez
* Ryan Abraham Matthes
* Gael Aimé Adrien Mbama
* Ross Matthew McCulloch
* Britanni Ann Meck
* Emmanuel C. Meh
* Robert Lee Miller II
* Brenda Miranda
* De-Jon Mitchell
* Yaoi Miyazawa
* Rania Suleiman Mohamed
* Adriana Molina
* Travaglia
* Montgomery
* Mekala Danyel
* Moore
* Alan Augusto
* Morales
* Rony Morales
GRADUATING CLASS

Fall 2014
Certificates of Achievement

JACQUELINE MORALES GOMEZ
ARUS MOTA
BELEN MULUETA
AYAKA NAKAJIMA
MARISSA YURIDIA NUNEZ BRICENO
EMILIE LINN ELISABETH NYSTROEM
LIVIA LOPES NYSTROM
VERONICA TAMITAYO
INTANIN ODETUNDE
CHIKA OGAWA
FRIDRIK GOTTLIEB
OLAFSSON
KIMBERLEY MICHELLE OLSON
LESLIE EVANGELYNN ORNELAS
MEHRDAD OSTD AGHJANI
LIANA PADRON
CHRISTINA LYNN PAGE
ELена MARIE PALMER
ANGELINA HOI YAN C. PANG
YIRAN PARK
KATHERINE LIZETH PASCAIO
NATALIA MARIA PIMENTEL
ROSE E. POTTS
ANGELICA SUZANNE PRADO
EVA NGELINE GARLIT QUINTO

HAYLEY ANNE RADE
ANGEL RABAN
ROEE RAVIV
CARLEE JOSEFINE RENTERIA
MAYA RIVERA
OSCAR ERNESTO RODRIGUEZ
SARA RODRIGUEZ
EDWIN RUIZ
SYLVIA DIANE RUIZ
DAVID JARED SABEL
MARIANA SALAMANCA GUTIERREZ
REBECCA ELIZABETH SALAZAR
BAHAR SAMANDI KHERTGIN SCHONBRUNN
MICHELE SCHONBRUNN DANIELLE MARIE SCIRA
DEVON ELYSS SCOTT
HUGH MILTON SCOTT JR.
CHRISTINA SHEN
SACHIYO SHIMIZU
TATSUKAI SHOJIMA
DENIS SHUMNIK
YUE SI
SARAH SION
YANIRA M. SOLIS
ESTEFANIA GUADALUPE SOLORIO
ROGER LINDSAY SOMMERS
CLAUDIA LISSETHE SOSA
SHANNON AMANDA SQUIRES
STELLA STEFANCHUK
ANDREA M. STELLA
ASHLEY MARIE STERN
MELISSA MARIE STOUDAMIRE
NATALIE STRELTSOVA
JENNIFER D. SZCZESIK
ROBERT PETER SZERTICS
KAREN ANDREWS TANNER
AMEL TATA
MATHILDA THERESE TENSDDOTTER
GEORGE MAGDY THABET
JESSICA THAERNING
RAQUEL THOMAS
DANIEL ALBERTO TORRES
KACY LINNE TRUJILLO
MONG SZE TSANG
ANNETTE ELIZABETH TYSSELLE TATTISON
KANA UEDA
KENJI UKAWA
JAHANSHAH SAEED VAFAEISFAT
KIRA NICOLE VANDELENBRAND
LESLIE ANNE VANKEUREN

JOANNA MELISSA VASQUEZ
MARIA PATRICIA VESTLING
EDGAR PAULINO VICENTE JR.
MONIQUE VILLAFANA
TAMARA VILLANUEVA
MAGGIE BELLE WALKER
YU WANG
ZACKERY SINGH WEBER
STEPHEN MONROE WEINBERG
DAVID YAMIL WEJBE
DANIELLE MORIAH WESTBOO
TORRANCE BERNARD WILLIAMS
DEREK TAI WAI WONG
CHARISSA ANN WRIGHT
MARGARET WU
NANCY YAKOB ANGELA YI
SHIMING ZHANG
GALINA ZHUKOV
NICOLA ZINETTI CHRISTOPHER JAMES ZUNIGA

NAGAR AHFAR MOGHADAM
MARAL NAZENI AGHVINIAN
YEJI AHN
NATALI JACKLIN AKYOL
LISA SHARON ALFARAJAT
KRISTIE MARIE ALLISON
DANIELLE C. ALMAQUER
MATHIAS NILS ALSTERLING
JOSHUA ABRAHAM AMIRGANFAR
LILLIAN RENEE ASHURY
ARIEL ASSIL
GLADYS EUGENIA AVILA
ITZIK ISAAC AVISOR
MYRNA YAMILETAY ALAYA
ANGELA LUCY BABADJIAN
GOLSHAD BABAI
JANET GILCHRIST BAILEY
ARIELLA BANAYAN

KELLY KATHLEEN BARNEY
NIKOLAI BARRON
LINDSEY MARCEL BARUCH
NILSE LESLIE BATES
ALLISON KIRBY BEALL
BATEL BENHAMO
DEON M. BEST
EMMA BIDIWALA
GABI ZEMINIAN BIRNBAUM
AYLA BITMOUMI
FREDRIK JOHNNES ERIK BJÖRKKLUND
CRISTINE BLAS
ANDREW EINAR BO JR.
CHESARE ELAN BONO
DIAMOND DANIELLE BROWN
SHANNON NICOLE BURNS
JESUS JAVIER CASTILLO
CHIU LUNG CHAN
YIN KWAN CHAN
CHUAN CHEN
TING CHEN
KENNETH CHEE
MICHELLE CHEONG
JIN-WOO CHUNG
EMMA LARA CONDIT
ETTAN DAMAVANDI
VIKAMEE IRAIS DELATORRE
ERIKA LETICIA DIAZ
DONALD ROSS DILLARD JR.
EMMA SOH DORADO
YUXUAN DOU
JUSTIN JONATHAN ELGHANIAN
BIYI FANG
DANIELLE R. FARAH
MELISSA ANN FISHER
ZACHARIAH JAMES FOG
CHARLES HENRY FOSTER III

CHRISTEN MIYA FRIEDMAN
DYLAN MCINTOSH FUTRELL
BRANDON GARCIA
ELIZABETH GIBBONS
KAELLE MORGAN GIVOT
EWA ROZALIA Glowczewska
ANNA JULIA GOERANSSEN
MICHELLE GOMEZ
OSVALDO GÓMEZ
EDGAR MARTIN GONZALEZ
ESTEVAN JULIAN GONZALEZ
YUKO GOTO
NATHAN CLAUDE GRAVES JR.
CAMERON DILLAN GREEN
ELIZABETH GRIJALVA
CANDACE MARIE GROFF
KENNETH BITTERMAN GROSS
GE GUO
JANET RICACELLE GUTIERREZ

* Honors  ** High Honors  *** Highest Honors
GRADUATING CLASS
Spring 2015
Associate Degrees

Marvin Lamar Abdullah Natsumi Abe
* Daniel J. Abrash Daniela Melissa Acero
Ebbie Elizabeth Adams Ryan Marcus Adams
* Admassu W. Ademe
** Oxana Alexandrovna Afanasjeva
*** Arya Judah Afighom Hamzt Adewale Agaba
* Gabriela Maria Aguilar Juanita Aguilar
* Emily Guadalupe Aguirre Shan Dilshad Ahmad
** Shabana Ahmed Jancy Imelda Ake Omar Al Helwani
Shahad Alabdalilah Esperanza Alamillo Pocasangre
Lama Al-Barazi Christopher Alan Albizures Elias Alejo
* Daniel Elliott Aleman Keana L. Alexander
Evelyn Yanira Alfaro * Farhanah Mubarak Ali
* Amanda Saga Jamila Alin
* Suzan Allahyari Maryam Allameh
* Amanda Marie Allen Ema Madeline Alseth
* Zaid Saad R Alsobai
* Douglas Alberto Alvarado Eric Alvarado
Martha Alicia Alvarado Ana Luisa Alvarez
* Anna Eliza Danielle Ameen Behnaz Amooyan

* Soojung An
* Daniel William Anderson
* Natasha Elizabeth Anderson
* Andrei Andries
* Aram Zohrabian Angelo Maria Lupita Anguiano
* Youstina Hani Anis
* Gustavo Aquino
* Michelle Jean Aragon
* Megumi Arai
* Oscar Felipe Arancibia Valdez Mohammed Anees Aref
* Rudy Arellano
* Daisy Argueta
* Odali Isamar Argueta
* Britny Arianpour
* Ana Teresa Arias
* Carina Arias
* Ijuma Shahidi
* Armstrong
* Benjamin Joseph Aroworn
* Gabriella Ashley Arp
* Natalie Angela Arrottig
* Maria Sarahi Arroyo
* Eva Artema
* Val Arvatz
* Hansa Asavachinda
* Jonathan Amir Asgari
* Mikhail Michael Aslayan
* Fredrik Atrchi
* Aspestrand
* Merit Attalla Attalla Tammi Michelle Autry
* Ekaterina Vadamovna Avashurova
* Nicole Estefania Avendano
* Gerardo Avila Jr.
* Lizbeth Avila
* Andargachew Wegeshe Ayele
* Hyunah Bae
* Ana Baez

** Devorah Malka Balakhanah
* Myrna Elizabeth Balderas
* Billy A. Balladares
* Elizabete Baltina
* Denise Bamac
* Albin Kavi Bandera
* Daniel Barajas
* Jorge Ivan Baranda
* Ana-Gabriela Barranco
* Paola Barrios Gonzalez
* Bleidy Daniela Barron
* Steven Uwe Barth
* Alexandra Kimberly Bass
* Caia Noelle Batalla Miller
* Stephen Albert
* Arambulo Bayutas
* Melissa Anne Beckford
* Roman Tadesse Bedane
* Kendall Leigh Beebe
* Kendrick Belardo
* Jonathan Beltran
* Olivia Marie Beltran
* Othmane Bennani
* Susana Bentsen
* Arielle Ashley Bernstein
* Jhana Faye Best
* Malin Maria Beyer
* Mandeep Singh Bhasin
* Brooke Ann Billingsley
* Anas Saleem A Bimmahfouz
* Dakota Roy Black
* Melissa Marie Blackford
* Britanni Elizabeth Blackwell
* Dezohnaye Tiana Blake
* Nicki Carolyn Bland
* Madeline Elizabeth Blemker
* Robin Bolour
* Adam Anthony Bond
** Jasmin Emeli Bonilla
* Che Jessy Borja
* Alexandra Bossiouk
* Paris Na’Trone Bostick
* Matthew Curtis Boufard
** Madeline Isel Bracamontes
* Colton James Braley
* Aileen Marie Bravo
* Manuel John Bravo Santistevan
* Miyuki Brazina
* John Ryan Brodhead
* Donte D. Brown
* Kameryon Jerome Brown
* Myesha Lynnyell Brown
* William Anthony Brown
* April Leigh Buchter
* Nina Ivona Budek
* Stephanie Bunch
* Jessalie Duran Buntan
* Magbet Bunyatov
* Shane Dunn Burke
* Cheryl Renee Burns
* Alexandra Bursak
* Venessa Y. Butel
* Antonio Buyard
* Jamie Lynn Byrd
* Jennifer Judith Cabrera
* Kathy Cabrera
* Cynthia Rae Caiman
* John A. Calabrese
* Alexys Arlean Calhoun
* Rhazlynn Angeles Calixto
* Reilly Hocking Campbell
* Claudia Estefany Campos
* Ana Yessica Cantera
* Olivia Rae Weiss Cantwell
* Ting Cao
* Brandon Paul Capiro
* Simona Elisa Capitani
* Thomas Henry Carabajal
* Deenie-Marie Carney

* Honors ** High Honors *** Highest Honors
* Hripsime Pilar Karadjian
* Mihran Levon Karaguzian
* Feriba Karakoc
* Delaney Cicily Kasdorf
* Brenda Kashi Ai Kawata
** Taylor Nicole Kay
* Andalusia Trilby Kear
* Georgia Blaze Kelley
* Adam Raymond Kelly
* Christine Catherine Kennedy
** Maziar Khajehzadeh
* Ali Abbas Khan
* Hasun Haider Khan
* Nadine Salim Khoury
** Jasmine Rachel Kiae
* Alexander Leon Kierlanczyk
** Kevin Michael Kilbride
* Chris Bok Kim
* Hanna Kim
* Jane Yuri Kim
* Mijn Kim
* Soo Jung Kim
* Ted Bae Kim
* Youngkuk Kim
* Courtney K. King
* Chelsey Elizabeth Kinnon
* Andrew Silver Kirschaum
* Ilya Kisel
* Kimberly Anne Kiser
* Shannon Diana Kitover
* Shlene Pearl Knisely
* Jason Michael Kogosov
* Kris Turla Kohagura
** Daniel Raphael Kohanbash
** Michael Kohan-Ghadosh
* Shila Kohani
* Nira Kohanteb
* Daniel Benjamin Kolkos
* Raven Kras
* Schuyler Peter Krohn
* Chiaki Kudo
* Takayuki Kukimoto
* Serra Kumbasar
* Andrew T. Kwey
* Kelly Melanie Landaverde
** Anthony David Lanza
* Sofi Larsson
* Wei Ken Law
* Ga Young Lee
* Hyung Chul Lee
* Jee Eun Lee
* Ji Young Lee
* Jiho Lee
* Jisuk Lee
* Sehyun Lee
* Seul Ki Lee
** Timothi Lee
* Joanna Dolores Lemos Sr.
* Ana Maria Leon
** Brandon Reese Lerry
* Serrano Lester
* Yu Ma Leung
** Abbigayle Briana Levi
* Adee Levy
* Bao Li
* Chun Sing Li
* Jiawei Li
* Jingwei Li
* Lei Li
* Qinglan Li
* Tingyuan Li
* Guanhua Liang
* Kathryn Ann Lieb
* Cindy Johanna Lima
* Qiangqiang Lin
* Deisy Karina Linares Torres
** Kelsey Anne Linden
* Monica Lindstad
* Alma Lira
* Yinan Liu
* Daisy Llamas
* Brianna Kassandra Llerenas
* Adan Lopez
* Gabriela Lopez
* Jhoann Catherine Lopez
** Lina Lopez
* Rebecca Lopez
* Said Lopez
* Stephanie Lillian Lopez
* Yoselin Lopez
** Daniel Loren
* Maryan Lynnell Lowery
* Timothy David Lozano
* Jodie Lu
* Yolanda Covarrubias Lugo
* Jorge Luis
* Emmanuel Luis Santiago
* Brandon Christian Lujan
* Denisse Itzel Luna
* Sylvia M. Luna
* Ulrika Eva Josefina Lund
** Luisa Luther
* Kseniya Lyalina
* Gabriel Micah Lyman
* Kristine Makalay
* Ruth Macias
* Cinthia Lorena Mañana
* Anthony Jason Makohon
* Racquel Elazor Malcolm
* Natalie Marlene Maldonado-Canel
* Priscilla Marie Malena
* Kelly Annette Malmoef Sandgren
* Francesco Giuseppe Manes
* Saghi Mansouri
* Nancy A. Marcial Fabian
* Kyla Joy Mares
* Arly L. Marín
* Silvia Farina Marin
* Rosemary Elizabeth Markoquin
* Christian Gianni Martin
* Daisy Lucia Martin
* Mykkel L. Martin
* Abigail Martinez
* Alan Martinez
* Andrew Gustavo Martinez
* Edgar Miguel Martinez
** Samuel Martinez
* Shaila Celeste Martinez
* Stephanie Tammy Martinez
* Stephany Naomi Martinez
* Luis Martinez Mendez
* Yoselyn Adriana Martinez Vasquez
* Shannon Tara Mason
* Filippo Masoni
** Patricia Anita Mateo
* Jennie Annette Matthews
* Đenê Mari Maynard
* Jorge G. Mayssse
* Gladys Deborah Kabongo Mbuyi
* Darcy Musil McCarthy
* Betty McCleary
* Keith André McGruder
** Kelsey Emma McIntyre
* Ethan Walter McKe-Bakos
* Stephen B. McKenna
* Doyle T. McKinney
* Quincie McNair
* Daniel Medina
* Javier Josimar Medina
* Katya Estefania Medina
* Marie Gisel Medina
* Jenna Lee Mefford
* Molisa Meholic
** Andrew Joseph Melly
* Jennifer Marie Mejia
* Olga Cecilia Mejia
* Jasmine Lisseth Melendez
* Casey Ann Mendelson
* Ana Laura Mendoza
* Angel Mendoza
* Maria Del Cisne Mendoza
* Justin C. Menjivar
* Baktygul Alievna Menseitova
* Betsy Emilia Mercado
* Jessica Michelle Mercado
* Sean Robert Merrick
* Andres Meza
* Erica Reyna Meza
* Zachary L. Miller
* Holly Gold Minnoy
* Kimberly Lynne Minzlaff
* Mayra Miramontes
* Ayatosadat Mirhadi
* Jane Fumiko Miyamura
* Stephan Joseph Mobasser
* Hina Azhar Moeen
* Rizwana A. Moji
* Catherine Mondragon
** Ethan Monesa
* Indigo Anais Monk
* Brenda N. Monroy
* Elio Antonio Monroy
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Honors</th>
<th>High Honors</th>
<th>Highest Honors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Andrei Niculescu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson Gabrielle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leah Stephanie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colin P. Nee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Nazarian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Camille</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Allan Mummery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francisco Rene Muñoz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie Ann Munoz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Sophia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcio Ramirez</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elinor Nahmani</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole P. Murray</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claudia Elizabeth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ariana E. Nabeta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Kathleen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nilsdotter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monique Robinson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kari Yurie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roman Nafkat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariko Nagataki</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elenor Nahmani</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shahab Naimi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Najar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keshia Latrice Carol</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nash Johnson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esheydi Navarrete</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rossy Navarrete</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Lizzette</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navarro</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Nazarian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Nadigire</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seruwaaggi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colin P. Nee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamela Marie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newell</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leah Stepanie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson Gabrielle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicoloso Raffaldi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrei Niculescu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Jayne Niles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marie Therese M Nilsdotter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Santa Monica College is not unusual in playing Elgar’s Pomp & Circumstance as the academic processional enters Corsair Field at graduation ceremonies each year. But the College has put its own unique musical stamp on commencement since 2000 by playing two pieces composed by Music Professor Dr. David Goodman—one of which was written specifically for SMC.

Dr. Goodman’s Corsair Overture was written in 2000 for SMC’s 70th anniversary celebration and was premiered at the Santa Monica Civic Auditorium by the SMC Symphony and the SMC Concert Chorale, conducted by Dr. James Smith. The text for this piece is an excerpt from Lord Byron’s epic poem of the same name. Corsair, which means “pirate” in French, is the mascot of Santa Monica College.

Dr. Goodman’s Concerto Grosso is from his score for the 1997 film Darkness Into Light, which won awards at the Houston International Film Festival.

Dr. Goodman has taught theory, musicianship, and composition at SMC since 1997. In 2001 he was awarded the first SMC Ilona Katz Chair of Excellence in Music and was appointed to his second Chair of Excellence in 2007.
GRADUATING CLASS
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Rachel Suzanne Abbot
Daniel J. Abrash
Jake Christopher Acalin
Tomas Gabriel Aceves
Hamzat Adewale Agaba
Emily Guadalupe Aguirre
Usman Javed Ahmad
Shabana Ahmed
Daphne Ahoubim
Abdullah Mohammed A Alajan
Ibrahim Abdullah Alajan
Alejandro Aldana
Pablo A. Allison
Pablo Alquisira
Stephen Albert Arambulo
Ana Baez
Chaya Mushka Baitz
Shira Bouskila
Lakeysha Rene Brewer
John Robert Brickner
Frida Catrine Broberg
Kristyn Elise Brown
Myeshia Lynnell Brown
Jingyu Bo
Christine Marie Bernabe
Bucac
Stephanie Bunch
Sheila A. Burke
Coleen Gabrielle Bush
Yvette Cabrera
Claudia Estefany Campos
Ana Yessica Cantera
Angela Patricia Carlsson
Deenie-Marie Carney
Rocio Carrillo
Benjamin Mauricio Casar
Yeidy Castellon
Hoi Ki Chan
Shao Yang Chan
Ashley Anna Chaney
Joyce Ebenezier Chang
Mincheol Chang
Parinda Chantarasereeku
Enrique Antonio
Chavarria
Chun Chen
Zhaoling Chen
Ziang Chen
Chun Yin Justin Cheng
Beverly Chiang
Bum Jun Cho
Josue De Jesus Cobar
Andrew Todd Cohen
David Loren Coleman
Brandon Rodrigo Cortez
Camila Maria Costantini
James Michael Coster
Shealyn Christena Cox
Justin G. Creasman
Jennifer D. Criss
Derek Anthony Cross
Marco Antonio Cruz
Karen Alicia Cruz Escorcia
Jennifer Claudia Curiel
Christine B. Dagdagan
Nicolie Siona Daneshrad
Evan Davis
Wiley Sidney Davis
Tehila Dayani
Mirian De La Cruz
Rocio De Los Angeles Jr.
Joseph James Dear
Michael Delgadillo
Zackhary Louis Deloney
McGeorge Demarrias Jr.
Cristal Jacqueline Dent
Maria Deres
Elena Derevyanko
Brenda A. Deschamp
Elizabeth Anne Dungy
Emel Dursun
Tiffany Alexis Edwards-Jordan
David Egozi
Sofia Collette Ehrich
Elin Johanna Ekdahl
Sara Emmelie Eliasson
Christian Enriquez
Roberta Ernandes
Yasmin Fakhor
Olumuyiwa Tobi Aron
Fanoiki
Joel Clayton Fechik
Jose Adrian Felix
Gladyss Ferrero
Sobeira Tamara Fillad
Brook Lynn Fraser
Matea Friend
Elizabeth Alejandro Funes
Alendy Galindo
Nahdi Mammoudi
Andrew Michael Garcia
Esmeralda Garcia
Maria Angelica Garcia
Lizeth Vanessa Gasca
Wansu Ge
Michael James Gee
Shaware Ghaderi Azar
Leora N. Ghadoushi
Malaya Rain Sarai Gladden
Susanna Vanja Isabella
Goeransson
Neda Zahra Gohar
Jessica Shookou Goldbeck
Justin Aaron Goldszer
Candice Golemb
Lexi Janelle Gonzales
Guiselle Gonzalez
Joseph A. Guglielmo
Jingx Guo
Yuning Guo
Rafael Gusmao Bechara
E Silva
Connor Margaret Gustus
Cristina Guzman
Elizabeth Therese Haefner
Saba Hakimi
Anjelica Jocelyn Halperin
Shoshana Yetta Hammer
Damon Hatefi
Stephanie Lucille Hawken
Chantale Lauren Hearn
Patricia Hernandez
Lauren Leder Hersch
Samuel Leder Hersch
James Wilder Heuga
Hannah Y. Hier
Anthony Steven Higgins
Ka Chung Ho
Brandon J. Hong
Alexander Christopher Hudson
Tracy L. Hynes
Raquel Ignacio Valle
Guy Imberman
Wing Ho Ip
Farah Amer Issa
Meena Amin Jammohamed
Kalise Johnson
Kathleen Anne Kane
Louis Issac Kane
Abigail Iris Kaniel
Camy Karam
Leyla Karimzadeh
Brenda Kashki
Irene Kawahara
Noah B. Kayser
Courtney Danielle Kelley
Harismirn Kaur Khalsa
Hasun Haider Khan
Vladislav Khan
Kyung Mo Kim
Min Ji Kim
Suejin Kim
Taeun Kim
Yoo Seung Kim
Douglas Thomas Kiphut
Hanna Natassia Kiraly
Gabriel Ethan Kiss
Shelene Pearl Knisley
Ka Bo Kok
Niloufar Kosari
Neda Kozic
Melissa Shi Jing Kwan
Jooyeon Kwon
Nicholas Edward Lane
Anthony David Lanza
Jasmin Lavi
Tina Masoumeh Lawson
Levente Laszlo Lazar Jr.
Hye Ree Lee
Hyung Suk Lee
Myung Jae Lee
Munoz
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The traditional attire worn at Commencement had its beginnings in the Middle Ages, when the university first developed as an institution of higher learning. The most important centers of intellectual life in the 10th Century were the monasteries. The relative stability of the monastic life left monks free to develop systematic graded education for the first time in Western society.

In the United States, as a result of its English heritage, caps and gowns have been used from Colonial times. About 1885, there was a widespread student movement in America to wear caps and gowns at commencement ceremonies. The graduating students felt a need for significant and dignified apparel for the occasion. The faculty members were quick to approve this practical and dignified graduation dress, and soon members of the faculty adopted the custom of wearing caps, gowns, and hoods.

The hood worn by the faculty reflects the degree and the college awarding the degree. The colors used in the satin lining are those approved and authorized by the college awarding the degree. The velvet trim color indicates the degree earned, for example, white for arts, gold for science, light blue for education, dark blue for philosophy, and so forth.

CONGRATULATIONS
CLASS OF 2015
Bernard E. Johnson, Jr. Memorial
Sylvia M. Jordan Memorial
John Joseph
Claudia Kanne 3-D Scholarship
Eva Mae Kasper Memorial
Ilona Jo Katz Memorial
Ralph Kiewit Sr. Memorial
Martin Luther King
Westside Coalition
Harvey Kirk Memorial
Kiwanis Club of Santa Monica
Bill T. Lanahan Memorial
Esther Landon Memorial
Enid Lang Memorial
Randal Lawson Memorial
Maggie Le Duc Women In Transition Scholarship
Shirley Leventhal Memorial Award
Marc G. Markeson Scholarship
Harry Markowitz Memorial
Darrell D. Marks Scholarship
Mrs. Caryl Marmor Outstanding Graduating Nurse
Dr. Leonard Marmor Potential Nurse
Masonic Lodge No. 307: Kidd Family & C. Lee Smith
Judith McCloody Kemp and Aaron McCloud Scholarship
Robert McClure and J.D. Funk Memorial
Renata McDonald Memorial
Jason Meiojas Art Scholarship
F. Don Miller Memorial
Morton, Anderson, Davis & Rubel Awards
Sally Jean Newman Memorial
Non-Traditional Scholarship Fund
Jean Litsey O’Brien Memorial
The Bernard Osher Foundation
Outstanding Potter
Gene N. Owen Theater Guild
Nancy & Joe Owens Opportunity Funds
Marina Pasternak Memorial
Faith & Jerome Pearlman Scholarship Fund
Peter Perkins Memorial
Dr. Anne K. Peters Memorial
David B. Phillips
Mary Pickford Foundation
Dennis Pierce Memorial
Pilot Club: Jordan-King
William T. & Gertrude V. Powell Memorial
George M. & Veronica Pride Memorial
Jim Prickett Memorial
Drs. Margaret Quiñones-Perez & Monte E. Perez
AL & Sylvia Quinn Memorial
Sharron Reed Memorial
Michael Frederick Reukema
Richard Austin Roche Memorial
Marilyn Ross-Alamshah
Rotary Foundation: Ann Briesch English Award
Gina Ruelas Award
Mildred & Edward Rylands Memorial
Harold Salter Memorial
Santa Monica College Foundation
SMC Foundation President’s Circle Award
Santa Monica Gemological Society
Santa Monica Patrons Association
Fred Segal Santa Monica
Kathy Seidman Memorial
Mario G. Semere
Shirley Sharp English Scholarship
David Simon Funds
Mark G. & Florence M. Simpson
Edmund & Emma Slama Memorial
Robyn Sorokin Memorial
Martin Sosin Scholarship
Southern California Edison S.T.E.M. Scholarship
Frank Stiefel & B.J. Dockweiler Funds
Lois A. Stolaroff Memorial
The Stratton-Petit-Sosin Awards
Benjamin Raj Sugar Memorial Art Scholarship
Valerie Jeanne Svec Memorial
Herman & Mina Swett Memorial
Hilding A. Tegner & Carl E. Tegner Awards
Elena Terwilliger Memorial
Clinton and Margo Fernststrom Family Fund
Trinity Church of Santa Monica Veteran’s Scholarship
Trueno Andrew Vellos
Jim & Jane Urmston
Florence J. Vlach Memorial Scholarship
Roland Waco Memorial
Del & Elmer Wade Memorial
Fanette Wallace Memorial
Warner History Essay Contest
C.R. Watts Memorial
Frieda T. & Frank S. Weiding Memorial
Pearl & Sam Weissman Memorial
W. Felix Werner
Wilson brothers Builders
Emily Winestock Memorial
Dorothy Wood Journalism Scholarship
Edwin A. Young Memorial
Glenn B. Young Memorial
Rocky and Diane Young Scholarship
Youth Empowerment Scholarship (Y.E.S.)
CONGRATULATIONS YOUNG ALUMNI
CLASS OF 2015!

The SMC Alumni Association welcomes you to our extended SMC family and celebrates every step of your accomplishments with immeasurable pride and joy.

SHARE THIS ACADEMIC MILESTONE!

Santa Monica College & Santa Monica College Alumni Association present...

GRADUATION CEREMONY
LIVE WEBCAST!
alumni.smc.edu

Your Presence Matters!

#proudtobesmc
The Santa Monica College Alumni Association cordially invites the graduates and their families to the

Alumni & Friends Reception

Reception will be held in the Quad area just east of Graduation immediately following the ceremony
Graduation is a special day for everyone at Santa Monica College! Share your photos & videos using the hashtag #ProudToBeSMC.